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10Abstract Research on knowledge cultivation often focuses on explicit forms of
11knowledge. However, knowledge can also take a tacit form—a form that is often difficult
12or impossible to tease out, even when it is considered critical in an educational context. A
13review of the literature revealed that few studies have examined tacit knowledge issues in
14online learning environments. The purpose of this study was to develop a greater
15understanding of the conditions and processes that help promote the sharing or cultivation
16of tacit knowledge in a formal online course setting. Using naturalistic inquiry as the
17methodology of this study, an online graduate business course offered at a private, non-
18profit United States-based university was purposively selected as the research site. The
19study found that the online course encouraged processes and created conditions consistent
20with Nonaka‘s model of knowledge creation and the concept of ba (or shared context)—
21encouraging students to share, and to construct knowledge through socialization,
22externalization, combination, and internalization. The results suggest that purposefully
23developing a ba-like environment may be a useful approach to facilitating online learning,
24creating a strong potential to support learning processes necessary for students to cultivate
25tacit knowledge.

26Keywords Tacit knowledge . Knowledge construction . Learning environment .

27Socialization . Externalization . Combination . Internalization
28

29The capacity of online learning environments to help students share and cultivate tacit
30knowledge is a significant issue that few studies have addressed. Polanyi (1967) explained
31that tacit knowledge is what we know but find hard to articulate. During these relatively
32early years of online learning, most courses have focused on explicit knowledge (Granger
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33and Bowman 2003), and perhaps rightfully so. However, in doing so the tacit component
34can easily get lost in the mix.
35In an increasingly networked world, explicit knowledge is easily shared, but knowledge
36introduced in a higher education setting cannot assume an entirely explicit characteristic,
37for if it does, higher education may very well suffer the ill fate described by Noble (2001)
38in Digital Diploma Mills: The Automation of Higher Education. Fundamentally, the very
39nature of tacit knowledge defies precise definition, and therefore generalization, and
40ultimately automation. For example, in the Nobel Prize-winning paper The Use of
41Knowledge in Society, Hayek (1945) argued that the power of markets originates from the
42independent and locally minded decision-making entrepreneurs’ ability to mobilize the tacit
43knowledge of all participants within a marketplace. Highly centralized planning bureaus, he
44argued, are unable to gather precise tacit knowledge of abundance, scarcity, preferences,
45tastes, and the likes. By the same token, although text book publishers or e-learning course
46producers can process formal or explicit knowledge effectively just like Hayek’s centralized
47planning bureaus, they are unable to help learners cultivate the kinds of tacit knowledge
48needed to thrive in the world we live in today. Knowledge, regardless of domain areas,
49involves a significant tacit characteristic (Bereiter and Scardamalia 1993; Reber 1989).
50Managers of businesses in the complex global economy today rely heavily on tacit insight,
51vision, and intuition ( Q1Bennett 1998; Brockmann and Anthony 2002; Mintzberg 2004).
52Educators, too, rely on similar tacit understandings to thrive in their classrooms (Jarvis
532002; Simpson et al. 2005). Even scholars and scientists who rely heavily on explicit
54knowledge, depend on a unique kind of tacit knowledge to excel at what they do (Sternberg
55and Horvath 1999; Tschannen-Moran and Nestor-Baker 2004).
56Ultimately, the more widely available explicit knowledge becomes, the greater the
57importance of tacit knowledge. Tacit knowledge forms a critical foundation for meaning
58making and developing understanding that helps learners differentiate the relevant from the
59irrelevant during an era of information explosion when more information has been
60produced in the last 30 years than in the previous 5,000 years combined (Lyman and Varian
612004; Wurman 1989). To put it in another way: Something that is “explicit” means that it is
62simply stated in words or illustrations. However, words or illustration always have to be
63interpreted, and interpreting always relies on a tacit understanding that has not been or
64cannot be stated (Stahl 2003).
65This led to the broad research questions: Can learners share and cultivate tacit
66knowledge in an online learning environment? And if so, how?

67 Q2Tacit knowledge

68Polanyi argued that tacit knowing is more fundamental than explicit knowing, stating that
69“we know more than we can tell and we can tell nothing without relying on our awareness
70of things we may not be able to tell.” (Polanyi 1958, p. x). For instance, Polanyi (1967)
71pointed out, one can know a person’s face and recognize it among thousands of people, but
72yet not be able to tell how the recognition was made. Polanyi then highlighted a commonly
73known police procedure that involves a witness to a crime referring to a face book (that
74contains pictures of various facial features including chin shape, nose type, face shape, etc.)
75to help form a reasonably good depiction of the alleged criminal. This, according to
76Polanyi, may suggest that we can communicate quite successfully (even in relation to
77content that is as complicated and diverse as physiognomy) if we are given adequate means
78for expressing ourselves.

M.Y. Tee, D. Karney
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79However, Polanyi added that even if one is able to match facial features to that in the
80face book, much remains tacit, including the inability to tell how one can recall abstract
81fragments and make matches of similar facial features. Polanyi, and other thinkers including
82Wittgenstein (1953), suggested a variety of reasons why tacit knowledge cannot be fully
83explicit or formalized for the purpose of knowledge sharing or knowledge management.
84One underlying reason can be summed up quite simply: It is much too vast. Tacit
85knowing involves a background knowledge that includes physical skills and social know-
86how that result from immense histories of life experiences. Much of these skills and
87know-how are generally transparent to us even when in use. It is through tacit knowing
88that certain acts are made possible; the examples include playing in a jazz band,
89negotiating a business deal, managing an organization, adapting to a new culture, or
90teaching a room-full of seven-year-olds.
91Polanyi (1967) and Buckingham Shum (1998) argued that tacit knowledge cannot be
92captured in order to be transferred to somebody else or so that it can be converted to explicit
93knowledge for future consumption. Tsoukas (2003) also argued that tacit knowledge cannot
94be “captured,” “translated,” or “converted,” but it can be displayed or manifested in what
95we do. This knowledge, Tsoukas argued, comes about when our actions or communications
96are recursively emphasized. This can occur through a series of social interaction, personal
97reflection and insight, and through different forms of experiential learning.
98Others have argued that while it is difficult to capture or convert tacit knowledge, it is
99not impossible (Goguen 1997; Nonaka et al. 2000; Teece 1998). Nonaka and his colleagues
100(Nonaka and Nishiguchi 2001; Nonaka and Takeuchi 1995) went one step further, arguing
101that knowledge can be converted or captured in several ways: from tacit knowledge to tacit
102knowledge (through socialization); from tacit knowledge to explicit knowledge (through
103externalization); from explicit knowledge to explicit knowledge (through combination); and
104from explicit knowledge to tacit knowledge (through internalization). According to Nonaka
105and Konno (1998), these knowledge conversions must take place in a ba, a Japanese
106character that basically means shared context. A ba is essentially a place with some
107unifying form where knowledge can be stimulated, shared, created and utilized, punctuated
108by the necessary energy, quality, and medium to perform the individual knowledge
109conversions in ongoing and interacting spirals of socialization, externalization, combina-
110tion, and internalization (Nonaka and Konno 1998; Takeuchi and Nonaka 2004). This place
111can be physical, like an office or a classroom. It can be virtual, like an online meeting place
112or through video conferencing. It can be mental, through shared experiences, values, and
113ideals. Or it can be through a relationship of people sharing common goals and aspirations.
114This concept is related to the work of Lave and Wenger (1991), who argued that
115knowledge, particularly practical knowledge, is situated. Knowledge exists in a social as
116well as a physical environment, and is difficult, if not impossible to be separated from its
117context (Bereiter 2002; Arvaja 2007). In other words, it can be argued that much of tacit
118knowledge resides in the context in which it exists—sometimes exclusively so. Making this
119form of knowledge visible to others is difficult as it is, and perhaps even more difficult in
120online settings as the interpersonal face-to-face context can be limited (Kanfer et al. 2000).

121 Q2Methodology

122The intent of this study is to develop a greater understanding of the conditions and
123processes that help promote the sharing or cultivation of tacit knowledge in e-learning
124environments. In this section, the researchers’ basic assumptions about researching tacit
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125knowledge are discussed, followed by the research design and trustworthiness methods
126used in this study.

127 Q2Coming to terms with studying tacit knowledge

128From the outset, the inquirer intentionally chose not to prescribe to any theoretical
129definition of tacit knowledge. Instead, the inquirer chose to work on this study based on
130Polanyi’s (1967) rather general definition of tacit knowledge as a form of knowing that is
131difficult or impossible to express in words. As much as possible, the inquirer refrained from
132thinking of forms of knowledge in the Cartesian sense, as either explicit or tacit. Instead, he
133went into the study assuming that explicit and tacit knowledge are almost always so well
134blended together that realistically there is often no real way to separate them. For example,
135if a person read every substantive work that has ever been written about Malaysian culture,
136does it mean that she will be able to function as comfortably as the inquirer does in a
137Malaysian home (the first author is Malaysian)? Probably not. There is a significant tacit
138component to culture, as certainly as there is an explicit component. The extent to which
139the inquirer can make his Malaysian culture explicit to another person, versus the extent to
140which some of his understanding of Malaysian culture remains tacit is not always clear. It is
141not easy to discern where one ends and the other begins, and therefore impossible although
142tempting to separate one from the other so that tacit knowledge can be studied in isolation.
143Many have shied away from studying tacit knowledge for this reason alone, but the authors
144believe that just because tacit cannot be easily parsed out from the explicit, it does not mean
145that it is not worthy of scientific study. In fact, it may make it even more worthy of study.
146For the purpose of this study, the content or domain of focus was not Malaysian culture, but
147crafting and execution of business strategy. In this domain, one cannot use “explicit knowledge”
148exclusively to achieve top-level crafting and execution of business strategy (Mintzberg 2004;
149Takeuchi and Nonaka 2004). There is a critical tacit ingredient that characterizes deep or
150expert knowing that guides the decision making of a strategic manager (Bennett 1998;
151Brockmann and Anthony 2002; Brockmann and Simmonds 1997; Mintzberg 2004).
152How does one go about researching something tacit? Lincoln and Guba (1985, p.198)
153argue that the sole research instrument that can uncover tacit knowledge is the human
154instrument. The unique characteristics that qualify humans as formidable research
155instruments in this regard—including responsiveness, adaptability, holistic emphasis,
156knowledge base expansion capabilities, and processual immediacy (Lincoln and Guba
1571985, pp.192–195)—are essential characteristics for studying a phenomenon as complex
158and intangible as tacit knowledge. For example, tacit knowledge will be detected in this
159study through triangulation of multiple “human instruments,” taking into account the
160judgment of the inquirer, course instructor, and the students. The inquirer’s previous
161experiences in management and consulting in both small-medium enterprises and
162multinational organizations provided the basis for detecting possible emergence of tacit
163knowledge. These detections and the precise scenario in which it occurred were discussed
164and confirmed with the course instructor, and then critically verified through interviews
165with the students. Note that this detection process—particularly involving the inquirer and
166the instructor—is very similar to Eisner’s (1994) idea of educational connoisseurship as a
167form of evaluation. Finally, also note that the second author often served in the role of
168sounding board, as a touch stone during the analysis as well as helped in the site selection
169process. He has been a business professor for over 25 years with much experience teaching
170and assisting business professionals and taught at a different university than where the
171course was offered.
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172 Q2Research design

173Using naturalistic inquiry to gain a holistic perspective (Lincoln and Guba 1985) and the
174constant-comparison method for data analysis (Glaser and Strauss 1967), the researchers
175observed and examined course activities and interactions, and interviewed the instructor
176and a subset of students to develop a rich description of the course (Tee 2005).
177The research setting—and indirectly the individuals within the setting—was selected to
178maximize the possibility of being able to inquire into tacit knowledge and the processes
179related to its cultivation or manifestation in intangible knowing. The subject area itself—
180strategic management—has a rich tacit dimension (Mintzberg 2004). This particular course
181was also designed in a way that includes different kinds of activities—from basic elements
182such as readings to discussions, to more complex elements such as distributed collaborative
183work in response to a simulation game. This diversity provided different opportunities for
184study within the same context.
185The data used in this study was collected through a variety of techniques including
186observations, interviews, documents and record analysis, and unobtrusive measures such as
187the posting trends in the bulletin board discussion automatically captured by the online
188system. The variety of data sources allowed for triangulation of the information collected
189(Lincoln and Guba 1985; Patton 1990). As mentioned earlier, this was particularly critical
190to detect tacit knowledge as the judgment of inquirer, course instructor, and the students
191were triangulated. Student judgments were based on observation of interaction during
192collaborative activities, document analysis of assignments, and interviews with students.
193Data analysis occurred throughout the research process, from beginning of data
194collection through the construction of the final case study report (Lincoln and Guba
1951985). Data were analyzed using the constant comparison analysis technique (Glaser and
196Strauss 1967). Through a process of unitizing and categorizing of field data, the eventual
197data codes—essentially “tags” descriptive of broad unifying themes—iteratively emerged.
198When this eventually stabilized, much of the tagged data corresponded closely to Nonaka’s
199SECI framework. For example, talking and sharing of experiences and feelings became
200social interaction. The less formal of such exchanges came to be coded as socialization. The
201more formal were coded as externalization. As these exchanges became more cleanly
202synthesized and systemized, the term combination seemed to be an appropriate code. The
203final key codes are described in Table 1.

204 Q2Trustworthiness

205In this study, credibility was addressed with six techniques—triangulation, prolonged
206engagement, persistent observation, peer debriefing, referential adequacy, and member
207checks—as recommended by Lincoln and Guba (1985) and Skrtic (1985). Member checks
208were carried out at different levels of the inquiry process. First, they took place during
209interviews when the inquirer intermittently reviewed his field notes and checked with the
210participants for correction or further clarification. Second, as findings emerged from
211information that was gathered through observations, interviews, and document analyses, the
212inquirer attempted to verify its credibility in subsequent interviews by asking participants to
213comment on its accuracy or relevance. Finally, each participant was provided a copy of the
214draft case-study report and was asked to review it for credibility under the grand member
215check process.
216To aid the possibility of transferability, “thick description”—characterized by detailed
217descriptions of the cultural, social, and physical environment of the context, so that readers
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218can make judgments for themselves as to the applicability of the study—was used as the
219primary reporting technique (Lincoln and Guba 1985; Skrtic 1985).
220As for confirmability and dependability, relevant documents were archived in such a
221way that it can facilitate an audit of the reported processes. For instance, each “piece” of
222data cited in the following report that supported the different interpretations and conclusions
223can be traced to its original source in the original data set.

224 Q2Results and discussion

225While the case-report method is the preferred method of reporting naturalistic data to
226provide the reader with a vicarious experience of the research participant’s world (Lincoln
227and Guba 1985), due to space limitations the reporting here will be limited to a brief
228background about the online course and two vignettes to highlight the most salient findings,
229followed by corresponding discussions.

230 Q2The context

231The course BUS 905 Strategic Management is a course offered at a U.S.-based private, non-
232profit institution. It is a capstone course taken in the final 12 credit hours of a 43-credit-hour
233Master of Business Administration program. Prior to taking this course, most of the students
234would have completed a number of classes to fulfill the “entrant competencies” to be in this
235capstone course, including management, management of information systems, economics,
236marketing, and finance.
237While available in online or face-to-face format, this particular section of BUS 905 was a
23810-week online course facilitated by a professor who used a blend of asynchronous and
239synchronous technologies, including a course management system, email, bulletin boards,
240live online presentations, and online chat rooms. The course syllabus stated that students
241who successfully master the material contained in the course will achieve a well-developed
242understanding of single and multi-business enterprises, and a thorough understanding of the
243entrepreneurial and strategic thinking that drives these enterprises in dynamic competitive
244regional, national, and global economies.
245Essentially, the course had three main components that ran concurrently throughout the
24610 weeks. The first was readings students were expected to do on their own—consisting of

t1.1 Table 1 Key codes and definitions

t1.2 Socialization: Informal sharing of feelings, emotions, experiences, and mental models involving the entire
capacity of communication. Example: “I am done ragging on X. Let the three of us just try to get thru this,
agreed?” or “... we knew these were classmates that were facing the problem in real life and could get a
better view from the source.”

t1.3 Externalization: Attempting to make the tacit explicit through reflective dialogue and writing. Example:
“From my experience, I think corporate culture is ...”

t1.4 Combination: Synthesizing of multiple knowledge-bases to form new explicit knowing that can be readily
expressed to others. Example: “I would say that it is a combination of work experience and a discussion I
had in a previous class...”

t1.5 Internalization: Transformation of knowledge from explicit to tacit through activities such as doing or
experiencing. Example: “There were several weeks we didn’t really get that (stated strategy)—to get an
understanding of what to do to make that happen (in the simulation game)... In the later weeks, we were
able to pin down our differentiation strategy as we planned....”

M.Y. Tee, D. Karney
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247a text book and selected news articles, and additional readings selected by students
248themselves. The second was threaded discussions based on topics related to the selected
249readings. The final component was a team-based activity that revolved around a computer-
250based simulation game known commercially as the Business Strategy Game, or in short,
251BSG (Thompson and Stappenbeck 2002).
252All in all, 50% of the course grade was based on this simulation activity. Twenty percent
253was based on overall participation and threaded discussions. The remaining 30% was based
254on the mid-term and final exams.

255The participants There were 11 students enrolled in the course, ranging in ages between
256early 20s to late 30s. Ten of these students worked full-time while enrolled in the course.
257Their work experiences were in different industries—including hotel management, financial
258services, insurance services, energy, and information technology consulting services—and
259in companies of varying sizes, from small privately owned companies to large multina-
260tionals. Three of the 11 students were international students. One was a resident in the
261United States, one in Jamaica, and another in Panama. Three students were completing the
262course partially or entirely outside the United States, one from Jamaica, another from
263various destinations in South America, and another partially from South Korea. Because
264many of the students had numerous other commitments—family, a full-time job, and other
265job-related activities such as travel and attending conferences—time was at a premium.
266This certainly created considerable tension for many of the students, but most seemed to
267take it in stride and made the best of the situation.

268 Q2Threaded discussion activity

269Throughout the 10-week course, four threaded discussions were planned. The most
270interesting discussions took place when students were asked to elaborate on concepts
271introduced in the text by relating them to their own experience and what they were facing in
272the simulation game. The students talked about the value of this during interviews.
273Carly (in her 30s, a mother of three, and a consultant at a small accounting firm), for
274example, said that the online discussions created an environment that encouraged her to
275think about the concepts that she was reading about (internalization), write about them
276(externalization), and then get other people’s feedback on them (synthesis, externalization,
277and internalization). As this cycle repeated itself, new layers of understanding were
278continually added.
279Due to the intangible nature of these processes, particularly internalization, it was difficult to
280identify the specific point or area at which a distinctly new level of understanding was achieved.
281For example, when students were asked if they could have learned what they learned from the
282bulletin board discussions by reading a book, or responding to a case study, or even listening to
283a lecture, all but one answered “No.” However, they struggled to explain why the learning
284associated with the online discussion was simply not replaceable by reading a book, responding
285to a case study, or listening to a lecture.
286“It’s different because with a case study or a book you’re getting one person’s
287perspective... but with the bulletin board, you have several students, in our case I think it
288was about 11 students that you saw how they were thinking and they put a different spin on
289the situation,” said Cid (30s, single, senior manager at a branch site of a hospitality
290multinational company).
291Even Dean (30s, married, diverse professional background working in the security
292industry), the only one who said that he could have learned it from other more explicit
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293means, talked about distinctive characteristics of an online discussion. “Through the
294discussion boards, I was able to hear from all different kinds of business backgrounds and
295expertise. I was able to see different professional points of view on different business
296topics, and this enabled me to see the world of business from many different aspects.”
297It seemed that when the topic of the discussions had a subjective nature, having an
298opportunity to read varying thought processes and ideas became a distinct learning
299experience. Consider what Dory (mid-20s, married, unemployed with previous experience
300in marketing) said:

301302... it does have somebody’s opinion with it usually. [For example] if he is an
303employee there, that is a different perspective than maybe a case study would have.
304That is [a] different aspect—by getting someone’s opinion about what they think the
305company should change or not. And he’s probably one of the front line employees
306and so that’s an important opinion to listen to.
307

308A first-person description of the goings-on in a real business situation seemed to be of
309significant value. The richness of an example from somebody who is there on the scene (in the
310form of an opinion or an observation), giving an unedited or a less sanitized account, provides
311something unique in helping business students better understand the often unpredictable world
312of business.Vanita (30s, mid-level manager at a multinational company) explained it this way:
313“When you read the book it does not make much sense because you [don’t quite relate] with
314the writer. In the bulletin board we knew these were classmates that were facing the problem
315in the real life and could get a better view from the source.”
316It is difficult to specifically identify or objectify the learning that took place in the
317bulletin board discussions, but the value is hard to ignore if seen as a whole. Consider the
318following vignette.

319 Q2Vignette 1: Tacit knowledge about corporate culture This scenario took place in the final
320discussion during weeks 8 and 9 of the course. It revolved around an article about Krispy
321Kreme. Two notable events took place during this particular series of posts, involving a
322discussion about corporate culture. The first event began on June 1, with a 626-word post
323by Bo. The following is an extract from the opening paragraph:

324325Corporate culture reflects so much in a business that is both seen and unseen, both
326tangible and intangible, and both required as much as it is desired if the organization
327is to follow the path of it’s intentional strategy to corporate success. In many ways,
328corporate culture embodies the very essence, if even at the fundamental level, the
329behavior, motivation, and achievement-oriented means of how to act towards
330obtaining organizational goals. This can be exhibited both at the highest level of
331management, as well as when the frontline [meets] with the customers.
332

333Bo continued with an explication of the importance of a corporate culture and how it can
334affect the overall performance of a company, relating it to his own experience at Proactive, his
335current workplace. He then used this to set up his response with regard to the Krispy Kreme case,
336particularly on the issue of whether the ailing donut company should stay the course or change.

337338As for Krispy Kreme, and in review of their situation, it is my opinion that Krispy
339Kreme keep true to their culture now more than ever, but at the same time,
340incorporate the appropriate strategic changes in order to keep up with the
341competition. I believe that Krispy Kreme must stick to the ‘bread & butter’ of their
342business and do what has brought them success in the past, yet they must also realize

M.Y. Tee, D. Karney
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343the signs of the time and adapt and improvise accordingly. From a business
344perspective, Krispy Kreme has established much in it’s past and they must “stick to
345their guns” through these tough times... Krispy Kreme can alter their culture slightly
346in order to better associate with the customers who have been lost due to the ‘latest
347fad diets’ (but) they should not stray too far from that which they do best.
348

349The response from the instructor—posted a day after Bo’s reply—was enthusiastic. “I don’t
350know if your description of corporate culture is all your own words, but it’s an EXCELLENT
351description! It’s one of the best I’ve seen, in fact,” Dr. Garcia wrote. He then used this
352opportunity to engage in direct instruction, emphasizing key points that Bo had made.

353354Your discussion of the role of culture at Proactive is also very good. Clearly there’s a
355match between culture and strategy at Proactive, and this is critically important if
356organizational goals and objectives are to be achieved.

357358Your suggestions for KK [short for Krispy Kreme] are also on target...stick with what
359they do best while adjusting to current market demands.
360

361Bo responded with equal enthusiasm the next day.

362363Believe it or not, that description of corporate culture was purelymine! I’mglad you liked
364it. That is my best description of how I’ve seen culture from my own past experiences,
365workplaces, and professional perspectives. That is also how I’ve been shown and
366taught what culture is from an employee’s point of view, and from working with several
367different major companies in my career thus far. [Emphasis in italics added]
368

369This response from Bo indicated that he had—over a period of time—internalized what
370it means to have a sound “corporate culture” through his professional experience with
371various companies. Given the opportunity to relate his personal insight to the discussion
372questions that were based on concepts introduced in the textbook, Bo was able to
373synthesize and then, externalize his personal understanding into words.
374As this was happening, other students had joined the thread. On June 2, Cid posted a
375message reinforcing Bo’s original response by citing her own experience with her own
376company (which happens to have one of the most recognizable international brand names
377and distinct corporate culture in the hospitality business).

378379Corporate culture is reflected in EVERYTHING that the company does and does not do. I
380like to say that the corporate culture is the character or personality of the company. Yes,
381the corporate culture DICTATES how every employee should conduct business. Like
382your company, mine has a CLEARLY defined CULTURE, this sets the tone for each
383employee’s behavior. There is a 2-day Orientation program that is conducted for EVERY
384new recruit; this exposes them to everymember of the executive andmiddle management
385team and more importantly to the ORGANIZATIONAL CULTURE. We make it very
386clear from the onset that they either support and build the culture or join our competitor.
387Quite frankly, if they are not supportive of the culture we are happy to see them join the
388competition. [Emphases in caps are original]
389

390Another notable event began at about this point as Cid extended her response with a
391cautionary message, which highlights the subjective nature of the topic being discussed.

392393Changing one’s strategy does not mean that one must change the culture. A change in
394Krispy Kreme’s strategy, that is, to provide more health conscious options, does not
395translate to a change in corporate culture. In some cases the strategy and/or the culture
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396may change partially, completely or none at all. I agree with you that sometimes tough
397times for a business is an opportunity to excel, HOWEVER, let us not be too much of a
398dinosaur that we refuse to change even when change is the only thing that will bring us
399success. Recommending that a business “stick” to the old model when the customers are
400demanding a new model is very risky, especially in light of great competition.
401

402Cid’s post above is followed by Anne, who expressed both surprise and inclination
403toward Bo’s recommendation for Krispy Kreme to stay the course.

404405You have put an interesting “twist” on your recommendation [for] KK by suggesting
406that they try to get through the difficult times and “stick to the bread & butter of their
407business and do what has brought them success in the past.” I liked your analysis
408because when I first read the article, the first thing I thought was that they should go
409“low carb” to match with the current societal trends that have been going on in recent
410times. It is apparent that there are times when businesses will experience difficult
411times due to either the competitive nature of the industry, regulations, the presence of
412substitute products, etc., but you have come up with a very interesting recommen-
413dation for them to remain true to their recipes and not waver due to the latest fads.
414

415This led to Beth (in her mid-20s, married, and a human resource development personnel
416for a service-oriented multinational company) posting a dissenting opinion on June 5, with
417a cautionary warning similar to the one expressed earlier by Cid.

418419I would have to disagree with you. As you can see, KK has lost millions due to
420not offering healthier options. Many franchises such as McDonald’s and Burger
421King have to offer healthier choices, because America is moving in that direction.
422I think that times of eating fatty foods is not coming back because as a society we
423are seeing how poor eating habits is hurting not only adults but children. I think
424that in order for KK to remain true to its values of being a quality and family-
425oriented company, then they should start to provide healthier choices that will
426encourage better eating habits.
427

428Anne responded 2 days later, essentially leaving the responsibility of responding to
429issues raised in Beth’s post to Bo. Unfortunately, the thread ended here as time for
430discussion ran out. Later, looking back, Anne said that Bo’s original post was one of the
431most memorable ones in the course. In a follow-up interview, she said that she was quite
432surprised by Bo’s perspective:

433434His seemed very different. So, I said okay, I’ll respond to this one because in my
435thought processes, I thought they should change strategy because I think society as a
436whole is going low carb so I think they should go with the trend and so forth and so
437on. And I think a lot of other students posted that way. But when I read his, he was
438like, this is their recipe, they should really stick to it. This is what their bread and
439butter is, and I thought it was really interesting that he thought so strongly that they
440should not deviate from that but just, ride the wave and stick through the tough times.
441So that was a very different strategy than I would have thought of.
442

443In considering Bo’s recommendation, Anne was forced to reflect on her own
444assumptions in an attempt to make sense of the situation in the context of what might
445eventually transpire.

446447I never really thought they should stay the course. I thought they should change. So,
448when I saw that I thought “Hm, this is really different... a different thought process”
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449and I started to think if this would really work and if they realize that this is the way
450the world is going, and [if] they don’t change and they’re going to stick to it, would it
451really work in the long run.
452

453Unfortunately, the assignment deadline ended this thread before it could achieve
454deeper levels of discussions. Still, Anne was satisfied with what she had learned from
455this particular thread. When she asked if this kind of thread happened regularly, Anne
456replied, “You know, this was one of the first ones ... A lot of times we ended up
457saying very similar things. I think this is one of the first posts that really struck me as
458wow! That’s a different strategy altogether. That was probably the most different post
459I’ve seen.”
460When students were asked to draw from their experience (externalization), and were
461encouraged to relate it to the concepts introduced by the professor or the textbook
462(internalization, synthesis), they were able to cultivate and express a type of knowledge that
463is difficult to attain just from reading a book. This seemed particularly true when students
464were given a rich, real-life example to frame the discussion.
465Consider what Dory said.

466467I think it helps bring home the concepts when I’m really forced to think of my own
468business experience and put them into the bulletin board. [It was] also [helpful] to
469read an article and apply it to different areas. So, in the future [you know] what
470you’re looking at...and now [you know how to] use the concepts.
471

472Implicitly, then, Dory was saying that listening to lectures or reading the textbook alone
473did not “bring home the concepts” the way the discussions did, especially when they
474required students to draw from their experience and to apply the concepts they were
475learning to a real business problem.

476Summary of the threaded discussion experience The examples highlighted in the above
477vignette indicate that students had engaged in socialization, externalization, combination,
478and internalization. In other words, they have taken the explicit and tacit, and cultivated
479new knowledge from it. All but one of the students interviewed said that they could not
480have learned what they learned from the bulletin board discussions just from an explicit
481source, such as reading a book, working through a case study, or even listening to a lecture.
482Some suggested that the discussion mode encouraged a greater diversity of opinions and
483perspective that are usually not present in explicit sources. Others found value in reading
484their classmates’ firsthand accounts of what other companies are doing. Still others found
485the feedback from their peers and the professor to be most helpful. Most notably, several
486students found that previously inert textbook concepts made more sense as fellow students
487related them to their work experiences and attempted to apply them in realistic business
488situations.

489 Q2The team-based simulation game

490The Business Strategy Game, or in short, BSG (Thompson and Stappenbeck 2002) is a
491computer-based simulation game that pits one company with other companies in the global
492athletic footwear industry. In this course, each team, which consisted of two to four
493students, functioned as a senior management team of a company, competing against other
494companies run by other groups of students from this and other sections of the same course.
495These responsibilities were “handed” to them in the company’s 10th year of operation. The
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496simulated operations of the company were intended to parallel those of real-world athletic
497footwear companies competing in a complex international business environment.
498Companies compete in a global market arena, selling and potentially sourcing or
499manufacturing branded and private-label athletic footwear in four major geographic
500regions—Europe-Africa, North America, Asia-Pacific, and Latin America.
501Each team must make a myriad of decisions concerning plant operations, distribution
502and warehouse operations, work force compensation, online sales at the company’s website,
503sales and marketing, and finance. The challenge was to develop and execute a competitive
504strategy that results in a respected brand image, contends for global market leadership, and
505produces good financial performance as measured by earnings per share, return on
506investment, stock price appreciation, and credit rating.
507Also as part of the simulation assignment, each group was expected to develop a strategic
508plan to help in the decision-making process, submit a management audit as a review of how
509one’s team performed as a company and howwell it conformed to the strategic plan, and submit
510a mid-term and end-of-term peer review of each member of one’s team.
511When students were asked if they could have learned what they learned from
512participating in the simulation game by reading a book or responding to a case study, or
513even listening to a lecture, everyone overwhelmingly said “no.” The response to this
514question was much more emphatic compared to that of the threaded discussion.
515“I don’t think a case study or a book or anything [in] a lecture could compare to [the
516simulation game experience],” Dory said.
517Much of the simulated learning experience occurred in a blending of activities involving
518synthesis, externalization, and internalization. Consider Bo’s observations.

519520The BSG has taught me that there are many sides to consider before making
521important decisions, and the text reading is somewhat reinforcing some previously
522learned material. In essence, this class is putting everything together nicely and in a
523manner that urges us to utilize a culmination of our skills. [Emphases in italics added]
524

525The coming together of “text” and “previously learned material” suggest a synthesis of
526explicit forms of knowledge, and the action “to consider” or to reflect is associated with
527internalization, while “making decisions” is an act of externalization based on the
528“culmination” or “putting together” or synthesis of explicit and tacit knowing.
529The simulated reality created a condition of overwhelming amounts of data that changed
530with every decision, influenced by varying ideas and arguments offered by a variety of
531personalities working under time constraints. Ultimately, the students had to deal with the
532consequences of whatever transpired. Consider Cid’s observations.

533534[It] gave you the real thing. You were in an industry. You were one of the players.
535You were one of the companies that made up this industry. As a result, it was a real
536situation where you’re at work and you have to make decisions on behalf of your
537company. A case study doesn’t necessarily provide that because the case, when you
538do a case study, all you need to do is to support your arguments, why you would
539make that decision. It might not necessarily be the correct decision and you’re not
540able to see the effect of your decision in the industry or in the company. With the
541BSG, you saw the effect of your decisions and how they impacted your organization
542and you know, what your position is in the industry was as a result of the decision.
543

544The experience of actually doing or acting on one’s knowledge—in this case, assessing a
545business situation and then making a series of strategic decisions—required a level of detail
546that never quite emerges in its entirety until it has to be done. Dory, for example, said that
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547playing the simulation game forced her to apply what she knew. The textbook and previous
548learning from other courses gave her team the explicit dimension needed to develop a
549strategic plan, but according to Dory, her understanding only came together when they had
550to implement what they had stated in their plan.

551552I’ve never done anything like that before where you actually apply your knowledge
553and try to stick to a plan. So, it definitely gave me a better understanding of, “Okay,
554this is what I said in the plan when it comes to making decisions about how the
555company is going to price things and your [credit] ratings, and what you’re going to
556spend your money on and stuff. It makes you think and makes you go back to, “Okay,
557what is my plan,” instead of just shooting in the dark. [Emphases in italics added]
558

559In order to perform an action or “apply one’s knowledge,” clearly required a
560thought process involving internalization and reflection (“it makes you think”) and
561synthesis of increasingly meaningful explicit statements (“makes you go back to...”).
562This knowledge cultivating process adds new layers of understanding, which are
563eventually externalized as part of a decision set. Carly faced similar challenges and
564responded in much the same way. Consider her team’s struggle with the details of
565pricing their shoes.

566567Even just thinking about pricing. This has been the big perplexing [problem] here.
568How [do] you price something, and [consider] all the different things that go into it,
569all the different ways to look at it? What are your competitors going to do? What is
570your overall strategy? That has been interesting to me on how businesses formulate
571their strategy, and then, you have this opportunity to try to stick to it, and morph
572within it.”
573

574Carly is essentially describing an active cycle of questioning, reflection, and synthesis
575that would eventually culminate in a decision.
576Referring to a book by Henry Mintzberg, entitled Managers Not MBAs: A Hard Look at
577the Soft Practice of Managing and Management Development, Dr. Garcia had talked about
578the challenge of teaching the “soft” but essential practices inherent in a management course
579such as BUS 905. For example, how does one teach the dynamics of an analytical or
580decision-making process required to run an organization with numerous interacting but
581separate functional parts in an increasingly complex global marketplace? Yet these are
582knowledge and skills essential to business students, because the successful strategic
583manager in a corporate environment is often defined by his or her ability to analyze and
584diagnose a complicated situation with no clear right or wrong answers, and to make a
585decisive decision that maximizes the possibility of success. The triangulation of data
586sources suggests that much of the development of this “soft” or tacit knowledge emerged
587during simulation game activities.
588The students—by being put in a context-laden simulated condition—began to cultivate
589tacit knowledge. In their end-of-semester management audit report, Dean and Dory
590reported:

591592The BSG helped us learn about all the dynamics that go into making a decision. It is
593easy to say that you want the highest quality, customer service, and the lowest costs
594but sometimes resources do not permit for all [these] to be accomplished at the same
595time. The BSG helped [us] to see the impact of decision making as well as the
596changes that competition brings to the situation. It helps to see how a plan can be put
597into action and gives you the ability to see the results and consequences over time.
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598599Similarly, Beth discovered that it was not easy to translate a stated strategy into
600action. In other words, the students knew what they wanted to strive for explicitly (e.g.,
601low-cost provider strategic plan) but, like Dean and Dory, Beth’s team quickly found
602out that execution of a stated strategy was a little more complicated.

603604I guess it is easier to put things down on paper than to actually do them in a
605business. Our initial plan was to be a low-cost provider. However, it has been
606very difficult for our team to translate the strategy to “actions.” Actually, we had
607to change our strategic plan to reflect more appropriate goals. We initially wanted to
608be a low-cost provider and still provide high quality products. However, we found
609that this was almost impossible to achieve and decided to reduce the quality in order
610to provide a lower cost product. [Emphases in italics added]
611

612The experience of trying to “translate the strategy to actions” helped Beth develop the
613tacit understanding that had eluded her through much of the MBA program. Beth explained
614that the experience of playing the simulation game helped her understand that every
615decision affects the business as a whole. “Before this class it was hard for me to picture
616that. Now I can see that even decreasing staff or spending money on advertising affects the
617other areas of the business,” she said.
618Developing the intangible ability to see the strategic “big picture” cannot be taught
619directly, just as one cannot be didactically instructed to be a team player. In their
620management audit report, Team II summarized:

621622I think we all really got our first taste of the broader side of running a big
623business, globally-expanded, and industry competitive company. It seems we all
624learned that there is indeed much more to business than just branches of separated
625functions working towards common strategic and tactical goals. I believe we all
626began to see the true intricacies of how intertwined these branches of business
627really are, and how interdependent they are on one another. I think we really gained
628a deeper knowledge in understanding production costs, manufacturing costs, the
629costs and benefits of marketing, supply chain economics, and value along all
630relative issues pertinent to the customer. I believe we all got a true sense of the
631macro side of executive business decision-making versus the micro side of
632management. In seeing the importance of both when analyzing data for a business, I
633think we were able to see the meaning and purpose that this type of analysis provides
634when using the data to forecast future numbers and expectations. I think we were also
635able to finally realize that when the power of decision-making is shared amongst an
636equal wheel or command chain, then communication is paramount in productively
637moving forward with growth, profitability, and in overall corporate as well as group
638success. [Emphases in italics added]

639640Put simply, the simulation and team activities provided a complex, multi-dimensional
641situation that forced the students to use all that they knew (synthesis), reflect and act upon
642what they knew (internalization), and commit to a decision (externalization). In the
643following segment, a specific BSG-related vignette is presented to highlight the process of
644knowledge cultivation in context:

645 Q2Vignette 2: An emerging tacit dimension The date is May 22, approaching the end of Week
6467 of the 10-week course. Team I just received the results from the simulation game. After
647sustaining a top five finish in the first 3 years of leading their company—Year 11, 12 and
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64813—the results from Year 14 brought bad news. As usual, Anne, Allie, and Vanita meet in
649the online chat room.

6506518:52:51 PM> Anne: Did we get year 14 results back?

6526538:53:29 PM> Allie: Yes and they were horrible...
654

655“Results are very disappointing,” Vanita says after 3 min of silence, presumably after
656looking over the data. At the end of Year 14, the company is in tenth position for that year
657as well as the overall standing, in an industry with 13 companies.
658As they delve into the data, they begin to realize the depth of their problem. “Yikes, I
659think we’re in serious trouble,” Anne says.
660A short while later, as Allie begins to realize that there was more at stake to the game,
661she says glumly, “I have to pass this class too...and I am upset.”

6626639:03:16 PM> Allie: There is no way with the few changes I made we could have
664dropped that much.

6656669:03:31 PM> Anne: Maybe we should bring this to professor’s attention that
667something might have gone wrong.
668

669What exactly went wrong is not quite clear.

6706719:05:01 PM> Allie: Unless there was a downward spiral effect of overall choices we
672have made that just accumulated in year 14—but that still doesn’t make sense to me.

6736749:05:01 PM> Vanita: That is exactly what I reviewed Allie and the issue is that all
675other teams did a better strategy in Y14 and got better results.

6766779:05:24 PM> Vanita: The better the other teams do the less chance we have to be
678more profitable.
679

680They try to parse through all the data at hand, and speculate on what could have
681gone wrong. Could the submission process have tainted the data because of a technical
682glitch? Maybe there was a misunderstanding that caused this to happen. Maybe the
683person responsible for submitting the data made some mistakes.
684The conversation begins to focus in on a team member who is not present and who
685had been absent from team meetings several times. After almost 4 min of what seemed
686to be characteristic silence, Vanita writes: “I think we all have to share the
687responsibilities.”
688Allie quickly responds, “That is right, and we can’t go back and capture the integrity of
689the information.”
690In the midst of venting their frustration and attempting to speculate on the roots of their
691company’s problem, the team begins to come together.

6926939:12:59 PM> Vanita: A good starting point is to have some ground rules to work with.

6946959:13:22 PM> Anne: Ok, I am up for that Vanita.

6966979:13:30 PM> Allie: Me too.

6986999:14:09 PM> Vanita: Not only to agree on the strategy but also more responsibility of
700all team members with the meetings.
701

702The discussion skirts around the absent member again, but little was being
703accomplished. The team realizes—again—that at this point they need to move beyond
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704the immediate personnel issues. Allie makes a commitment: “I am done ragging on [the
705absent team member].”

7067079:17:42 PM> Anne: Let the three of us just try to get thru this, agreed?

7087099:18:02 PM> Allie: I 100 % agree.

7107119:18:05 PM> Vanita: Agree.

7127139:18:29 PM> Vanita: Shall we start by reviewing the strategy? That should give us
714ideas about the way forward.
715

716“Okay, so with that in mind, how do we proceed to get through the next 3 weeks?” Anne
717asks soon after. Vanita responds by taking charge.

7187199:19:42 PM> Vanita: First [we] would [need] to have a single focal point [for]
720sending the information.

7217229:19:58 PM> Vanita: If all agree, I could do that.

7237249:21:00 PM> Vanita: We still have three more pending decisions and, if we
725implement an aggressive strategy, we could improve a lot.

7267279:23:43 PM> Anne: Okay, I am fine with that.
728

729Allie agrees, too. A key decision is made, and Vanita becomes the point-person for
730submitting all the information for each of their business decisions. The norming phase is
731beginning to take shape within the team, as they begin establishing a new level of
732cohesiveness and commitment in search of new ways to work together and set expectations
733for appropriate behavior. They stop finger pointing and forge on.
734With a few basic but critical ground rules and a greater sense of ownership in place, the
735team attempts to figure out where they are, and how they should proceed. After several
736minutes of deliberations as they process the pages of data, a key discovery emerges.

7377389:26:38 PM> Vanita: I found something....

7397409:27:26 PM> Vanita: We did not sell in Y14 any pair in NA [North America].

7417429:27:58 PM> Vanita: That is what lowered our results.
743

744However, more trouble is on the way, as they begin to experience technical and operational
745problems related to the technical aspects of the game. Despite the distraction, they begin to
746attack the problems caused by not selling any shoes in North America in Year 14.
747Attempting to put some focus on the problem, Anne asks, “What is the most positive use
748of the extra cash? Increase mfg [manufacturing] for year 14?” Within a few minutes, they
749begin to formulate their response to the question.

7507519:33:11 PM> Vanita: I would say increase manufacturing and lower prices with a
752strong advertising budget and retailer support.

7537549:33:48 PM> Allie: I agree.

7557569:33:49 PM> Vanita: Regarding manufacturing, increased budget in styling and
757features and quality.

7587599:35:21 PM> Vanita: We would still be aligned with our strategy which is based on
760differentiation focusing on image and product quality.
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7617629:36:05 PM> Allie: Vanita, you have a good ability to analyze—this is a good
763strategy.

7647659:36:49 PM> Vanita: Allie, not sure if [it] is good but at least we can try and see
766results.

7677689:36:55 PM> Anne: Agreed
769

770They begin to see the silver lining in the disastrous Year 14 performance, as Vanita
771notes, “No other company will have that amount of money available to spend.” It is not
772clear if she really means this or if she is joking, but soon after, in a brief and rare moment of
773pep rally-type exchanges, they begin to band together:

7747759:37:33 PM> Vanita: Let’s do it together.

7767779:37:38 PM> Allie: You are absolutely correct!!!
778

779With their newfound unity, they trudge on, occasionally finding small victories on the
780way. “Just to cheer us up, I was reviewing our original strategy and at least we have met the
781financial goals. Need to improve on the marketing strategy though,” Vanita says midway
782through a stream of discussion.
783“Lets cycle for a minute and play ‘what if’ with NA [North America],” Allie suggests
784soon after, which then leads to detailed decisions like this one.

78578610:09:48 PM> Vanita: We should lower the price to 31. I just noticed that only 5
787companies sold shoes to PL [Private Label] market. WOW!

78878910:10:13 PM> Vanita: That is a price sensitive market! Only the companies with
790lower prices sold in Y14.

79179210:10:32 PM> Allie: Done

79379410:11:03 PM> Vanita: To make sure we do not end up with PL [Private Label]
795inventory, we should also turn on the inventory liquidation option.
796

797The discussions continued, and more decisions are made even in the midst of continued
798technical complications. The team continues undeterred, even as the meeting approached
7992 h. The next hour and 20 min prove momentous for their advancement as a company, and
800by implication, their learning process. Anne later reflected:

801802We ended up with a lot of cash. So we had to make some very, very [hard decisions]
803as we fell almost to the bottom as far as the scoring went. So, we were really
804panicking. We had to make some strong decisions. What are we going to do? So, we
805spent hours and hours and hours going through ‘what if’ scenarios and that’s when
806we had to pull together and really come up with a way that we could spend the money
807but spend it wisely. That was a very big thing that happen to us.
808

809As they pulled together, midnight was already approaching. Soon after, a series of
810critical decisions are made, as can be seen in the following exchange:

81181211:19:27 PM> Vanita: Lets visit the branded sales screen again to summarize.

81381411:20:05 PM> Allie: Okay.

81581611:20:41 PM> Vanita: NA [North America] price 55, advertising 8000, rebate 1, retail
817outlets 7000, company owned stores 1, retail support per outlet 3000, delivery time 0.
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81881911:20:55 PM> Vanita: Liquidation option on

82082111:21:25 PM> Anne: I had 1 week. I will change to 0.

82282311:21:40 PM> Anne: Correct.

82482511:21:58 PM> Allie: Got it.

826827...

82882911:26:43 PM> Allie: Did we have liquid option on or off for Asia?

83083111:26:54 PM> Vanita: Not for Asia, Allie.

83283311:27:12 PM> Allie: Good.

83483511:27:37 PM> Vanita: For the moment I think that Asia being a low cost
836manufacturing and storage area we do not need to have that option on. Also because
837we need a buffer in case sales inventory increase.
838

839“We will liquidate inventory because storage costs are higher in NA [North America]
840than in Asia,” Vanita explains to her fellow teammate. Such observations suggest that
841new layers of understanding are occurring, as Anne noted later as she reflected on this
842situation:

843844We decided to liquidate our inventory at one point. And I [asked the] question: “Why
845do you think we should do that?” [And Vanita explained that] it would reduce our
846storage costs and the amount for manufacturing and so forth and so on. So I know
847from that that these are the reasons why. And I think interacting with those teammates
848was really good because you learn. It’s just like if we were both running the firm, or if
849all of us were running the firm and we would sit down and one person would say lets
850do this. And we would, you know, have to question that. So I think I learned why
851they wanted to do certain things at certain times. I think the ones who participated, we
852all brought different elements to the table.
853

854This interactive learning facilitated by the simulation game was particularly significant
855because few avenues are available to practice making complex, multi-million-dollar
856strategic decisions. As Anne noted later: “The whole BSG thing is different from what I do
857in my job. I’m not making such important decisions... at times we’re raising the prices or
858selling off inventory or we’re not manufacturing in one whole country. I mean these are key
859strategic decisions. I don’t think I’m at a point [in my job] where I make such decisions that
860[can] make or break the company.”
861However, this newfound know-how may be useful in the future, according to Anne:
862“When I get to that level I can reflect back to BSG perhaps, and think about those types of
863decisions.”
864This freshly cultivated knowledge often resulted from learning to apply concepts that
865Anne already knew, at least at the theoretical level, as she later explained. “We had to come
866up with the strategy at the beginning of the course. But it was really a struggle coming up
867with ‘how do we really hone in on this differentiation strategy...’ We chose the
868differentiation strategy and we struggled with that for a while.”
869Even though the textbook explained what a differentiation strategy was and how it can
870be implemented, the actual execution or application of the concepts proved to be difficult.
871Despite reading the section on “differentiation strategy” several times, Anne did not quite
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872develop the understanding to be able to confidently manipulate different variables to bolster
873the company’s position until much later in the simulation game.

874875There were several weeks we didn’t really get that—to get an understanding of what
876to do to make that happen. I think the actual work made it more real. Even though it
877was difficult, I think actually doing it was really a different concept and made it much
878more real than a case study or a lecture or anything. [emphases in italics added]
879

880As the game developed, they began synthesizing what they knew, using the textbook as
881the primary source in attempts to make decisions consistent with the company’s stated
882strategy. Through detailed team discussions, individuals within the team began to
883internalize new layers of understanding that enabled them to make better decisions as a
884team. This cycle of synthesis, internalization, and externalization was repeated with every
885annual decision they made. Toward the end of the simulation game exercise, it was clear
886that their understanding had reached a higher level, as described in the team’s management
887audit report:

888889In the later weeks we were able to pin down our differentiation strategy as we
890planned and [thereby] gained additional advantage in a tough and competitive
891industry. We based the company on high quality products with strong customer
892service, which enhanced our brand image and gave us market leadership in Latin
893America.
894

895Not all aspects of the experience were positive, but the learning was valuable. Consider,
896for example, what Vanita said later as she reflected on the simulation game activities.

897898BSG was a challenging exercise not only from the strategy standpoint but also
899because in my team there were serious communication problems that finally got
900sorted out, and then... the strategy improved! It is better it happened to me in a game
901so that I know what to do in real life: Be a leader, get everybody together and review
902what benefits each of us will get from the strategy (get their commitment) because as
903humans we are always looking to what is in it for me; once people understand that
904following the rules and the same strategy will help them, everything will fall in its
905place.
906

907Vanita said that one of the most valuable learning experiences was learning new ways to
908improve her virtual management practice through more effective communication and
909negotiation skills. In addition, she learned more about the many dimensions of strategic
910management.
911“This was like a real life experience,” Vanita said. “Different companies with different
912strategies trying to make money. Different market and customer behaviors that helped me
913understand how all the functional pieces fit together. Prices and costs are not the only
914competitive variables and in the books I could not have learn that the way I did in the BSG
915(by applying new variables like advertising, quality and image).”

916Summary of the simulation experience The simulation game provided a shared context in
917which students could engage in problem-solving and decision-making activities, in the
918midst of a realistic and often subjective business environment with multiple interacting and
919dynamic variables. In negotiating the many hurdles of the game, the students cultivated new
920layers of understanding, much of it tacit in nature, through activities involving synthesis,
921externalization and internalization.
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922As a result, a greater sense of self-efficacy seemed to emerge. Reflecting other students’
923sentiments, Carly said that this class, anchored by the experience involving the simulation
924game, prepared her to be a more effective strategic manager. In this regard, Carly said, “Not
925only does a person have a good opportunity and ability to see how decisions are related [in
926the simulation game], you have the opportunity to work with people you may or may not
927get along [with]. By far, I think this has been the most useful part of this course and one of
928the most useful things I have done in all of my classes.”
929Dory summed up many of the students’ feedback when she said that the simulation
930game allowed her to put into practice all that she had learned.

931 Q2Fusion of learning experiences

932The online BUS 905 course consisted of numerous activities—including reading of the
933textbook, examinations, live online discussions, asynchronous bulletin board discussions,
934and a simulation game reflecting the real business world—but what stood out were the
935bulletin board discussions and the simulation game activities. Both of these activities
936encouraged the students to engage in processes that involved socialization, externalization,
937combination, and internalization. However, this was most pronounced in the simulation
938game activities where the fusion of these processes highlighted some of the key learning
939experiences of the students. The significant outcome of the fusion of these processes was
940the cultivation of knowledge that many of the students felt could not have been derived
941from simply reading a book, listening to a lecture, or working through a case study. In other
942words, they developed a critical knowledge base that had considerable tacit qualities.

943 Q2Conclusion and implications

944A focused naturalistic exploration—culminating in the case highlights and vignettes
945reported above—revealed a number of saliencies that advance understanding of how tacit
946knowledge can be implicitly but deliberately taught in an online classroom. These
947saliencies will be discussed here from two perspectives. The first involves processes, and
948the second pertains to the conditions of the learning environment relative to the design of a
949course. Then, the major findings are summarized followed by a brief discussion of lessons
950learned for practical applications.

951 Q2Inducing processes for cultivating tacit knowledge

952It is clear from the vignettes reported above that tacit knowledge was being used and
953cultivated. The instructor of the course, on a number of occasions, noted that clearly some
954of the students knew and could do more than they were able to express. In addition,
955virtually all interviews with participants and the group reflections in the management audits
956revealed that they had cultivated significant personal tacit understanding. For example,
957almost all the participants explained that the experience from the class—particularly from
958engaging in bulletin board discussions and playing the simulation game—helped them
959understand and better respond to the complex interdependence of each functional unit
960within a business organization. Many mentioned that they knew this in theory—as they
961should because many were just a course or two away from graduation—but did not really
962“get it” until their learning experience in the course. In addition, they are now willing to
963apply, or in one case, already applying their learning at work.
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964The course instructor—by designing a course that consisted of numerous assignments
965that included reading of the textbook, synchronous and asynchronous online discussions,
966and a simulated strategic management game—seemed to have designed activities that
967induced four key processes: socialization, externalization, combination, and internalization.
968This is consistent with Nonaka’s SECI model of knowledge creation.
969The following discussion expands upon how these individual processes came into play
970in the online course, using the holistic context of the integrated SECI model as an
971explanatory frame of reference.

972Socialization The key to this process is some form of shared experience, without which it is
973extremely difficult to identify with another individual’s thinking process. The mere transfer
974of information, unless for the purpose of memorizing explicit knowledge, will often make
975little sense if it is devoid of emotions or contexts. Furthermore, emotions and contexts are
976better understood with shared experiences.
977The students were given a context for socialization where feelings, emotions,
978experiences, and mental models emerged primarily through the bulletin board discussions
979and the simulation game activities that required collaboration. The bulletin boards
980discussions—particularly the ones with rich contexts such as the discussions involving
981the simulation game, the student’s personal experiences, and the Krispy Kreme scenario—
982were effective in promoting socialization. Team-oriented discussions with the simulation
983game as a backdrop also provided the students opportunities to share divergent world
984views, opinions and experiences, develop trust, and make decisions based on a growing
985common understanding.
986Commenting on the value of these discussions, which were characterized by informality
987and diverse opinions and experiences, students reported that they could not have learned
988from more formal sources what they learned from the bulletin board discussions because
989the discussions were richer contextually as they were unedited, firsthand accounts of fellow
990students’ experiences.

991Externalization The externalization mode of knowledge creation was typically seen in the
992process of elaborating on a concept or explaining an idea. The bulletin board discussions
993that encouraged students to relate and share their own experiences with concepts introduced
994in the textbook, and to describe how they might apply those concepts in the simulation
995game, were quite effective in promoting externalization.
996This process was characterized by greater formality and precision compared to
997socialization, often revolving around questions regarding practicality or feasibility. For
998example, one of the students said that it required a measure of discipline to relate her
999experiences to concepts that were being discussed, but felt that it was a worthy exercise
1000because it forced her to think things through with greater detail so that she could
1001confidently share it with others. Other students talked about the deepening of their own
1002understanding, either as a result of somebody else’s explanation or by having to relate their
1003own experiences in the context of a more formalized business environment.

1004Combination As a result of synthesis, knowledge is often reconfigured—through sorting,
1005adding, combining, and categorizing—to form a new basis of knowledge. When the
1006students built on each other’s externalization of explicit knowledge in the bulletin board
1007discussions, the cumulative discussion resulted in new knowledge combined from multiple
1008sources of information. Likewise, when the student teams met to formulate and execute an
1009overall strategic plan for their respective companies in the simulation game, they were
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1010essentially externalizing, responding to, and combining sets of financial data, business
1011concepts, and competitive information with their own understanding.
1012This process was characterized by a greater need for organization of knowledge, so that
1013it could be transferred with clarity and fidelity. For example, in preparing their strategic
1014plan, each team of students dedicated a significant amount of time to collecting and sharing
1015explicit knowledge, proposed ideas in different media, and finally consolidated everything
1016into a rational and coherent document.

1017Internalization Nowhere was internalization more apparent than when students were
1018continuously and fully engaged in the simulation game, particularly in situations where
1019each team had to deal with a common problem, analyze the situation, discuss possible
1020solutions, and eventually act on an agreed upon decision and be ready to respond to what
1021transpired. Internalization is generally a personal process, but it also happens in a group
1022context, such as when a group of people who have stayed together for a period of time
1023internalizing a unique culture that is only apparent to the individuals of the group (the
1024beginnings of this can be seen in the second vignette when the group begins to develop
1025norms). As noted earlier, the students reported that they did not really “get it” until
1026sometime in the course, often after a particular “ah-ha”-type moments. As a result, they are
1027now willing to apply or are already applying their learning at work.
1028Internalization would not be possible without the other key processes—socialization,
1029externalization, and combination—and vice versa, usually involving an ongoing culmina-
1030tion and refinement of one’s knowledge through a series of reflection and action. In other
1031words, none of these processes is individually sufficient and all must be present to feed off
1032each other (Takeuchi and Nonaka 2004).

1033SECI in context It is when all four processes interact with one another—both in a personal
1034and collaborative context, involving both tacit and explicit knowledge—that the “spiral” of
1035knowledge creation becomes hyperactive. The greater the interaction, the more active the
1036spiral, thus enhancing the opportunities for new knowledge creation—both of the tacit and
1037explicit kind.
1038First, the socialization mode usually begins with a “field” of interaction that facilitates the
1039sharing of individuals’ experiences and mental models (Takeuchi and Nonaka 2004). In the
1040online course, several fields of interaction were in place. Students began by introducing
1041themselves on the bulletin board. They also made their email addresses available on the
1042roster, and several posted a mug shot of themselves. These helped create a sense of a social
1043presence (Gunawardena and Zittle 1997; Rovai 2002), which continued to develop during
1044bulletin board discussions and group-oriented activities. As noted, these provided many
1045opportunities for students to share divergent ways of thinking and their personal experiences
1046in the process of problem solving (Muukkonen and Lakkala 2009), and to develop a way of
1047communicating with and understanding each other. For example, by the time one of the teams
1048was faced with a dire situation whereby their company in the simulation game was at risk of
1049failing (see the second vignette) they had already developed a sense of each other’s strengths
1050and weaknesses. When one of the team members began to take on a leadership role, the other
1051members were quick to show their support. Clearly, a certain level of respect had been earned
1052over a number of interaction activities, which is consistent with the socialization process. The
1053foundation for externalization had been established, making conditions ideal for meaningful
1054dialogue and collective reflection to take place (Takeuchi and Nonaka 2004).
1055As a result, a highly productive discussion ensued, with each proposed solution for each
1056problem guided by the mental model of the newly emerged leader. Through an intense
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1057process of externalization, the leader’s experience—much of it tacit—began to emerge
1058explicitly and implicitly. Her fellow group members not only trusted her to guide, but also
1059supported her by providing information and other input critical to the decision-making
1060process, essentially setting up the combination mode.
1061Each member drew on their own knowledge from different sources—including required
1062readings and notes from other courses, their professional experience, and from “interacting
1063with” and “manipulating” the simulation game—to cultivate new knowledge. This ongoing
1064process not only helped the students make decisions, but also highlighted their learning
1065experience. The leader of the team said the overall experience helped improve her
1066communication and negotiation skills, particularly in managing from virtual sites (which is
1067part of her actual job description). As a team and as individuals, they learned by
1068experiencing the tacit-laden craft of developing and executing a strategic plan (Bennett
10691998; Brockmann and Anthony 2002; Mintzberg 2004) in a contextually rich business
1070simulation exercise. In doing so, they were able to embody explicit knowledge into tacit
1071knowledge.
1072When knowledge is internalized in an individual’s tacit knowledge base, the individual
1073begins to gain insight that can be characterized as developing a deep understanding that
1074enables a person to see a once explicit and perhaps inert concept “come to life.” For
1075example, many of the students were not sure how to execute their broad competitive
1076strategy of choice (e.g., differentiation, low-cost, or focus/niche). Indeed, the textbook (and
1077certainly books and lectures from other business courses) had laid out what it meant to, for
1078instance, embark on a differentiation strategy. Yet, when it came to acting on this essentially
1079explicit knowledge, many of the students were quite dumbfounded. As the game developed,
1080they began to synthesize what they knew as they attempted to make decisions consistent
1081with their stated strategy. Through team discussions, individuals within the team began to
1082internalize new layers of understanding that enabled them and their colleagues to make
1083better decisions as a team.
1084This cycle of socialization, externalization, combination, and internalization was
1085repeated with every annual decision they made, and toward the end of the experience
1086one of the teams announced that they were finally able to “pin down” their strategy of
1087choice. Others mentioned that previously theoretical concepts “had come to life” or “were
1088being brought home” as they began embodying what was once explicit knowledge.
1089As the embodiment of explicit knowledge took place, new tacit knowledge was
1090cultivated at the individual level, setting the stage for a new spiral of knowledge creation.
1091With each spiral, the depth of knowledge—at the individual, group, and/or class level—
1092became deeper.

1093Q2Creating conditions for cultivating tacit knowledge

1094The course instructor in this research seemed to have inadvertently created an elementary
1095ba, or a shared context for knowledge sharing, creation, and utilization (Nonaka and Konno
10961998). According to Takeuchi and Nonaka (2004, p. 102), a ba “provides the energy,
1097quality, and places to perform the individual knowledge conversions and to move along the
1098knowledge spiral” that consists of four key processes—socialization, externalization,
1099combination, and internalization.
1100As an elementary ba, it provided, encouraged, and required the use of virtual spaces to
1101facilitate knowledge sharing, creation, and utilization by promoting interactions between
1102members of the class based on contextually rich situations such as the scenario-based
1103bulletin board discussions and the simulation game. The course also had enough
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1104concentration of critical knowledge-promoting agents in place to promote the knowledge
1105creation spiral, especially during the simulation game that required decisions to be made on
1106a weekly basis. Because tacit knowledge is intangible, without boundaries and dynamic,
1107and because it cannot be managed like an object, knowledge sharing, creation, and
1108utilization require a critical mass of knowledge resources in a certain space and at a certain
1109time (Nonaka et al. 2001).
1110For example, in this elementary ba, the students were asked to read and learn from the
1111textbook, essentially a well synthesized and organized knowledge resource that had been
1112derived from years of the SECI spiral by strategic management experts. The bulletin board
1113discussion that required students to relate concepts in the textbook in their own words to
1114their experiences and the simulation game, gave them an opportunity to socialize and
1115externalize their knowledge bases. The input and feedback from the instructor and fellow
1116students further energized this activity.
1117The simulation game activities—involving the individual students and their teams—
1118provided ample opportunities for activating the SECI spiral. The game provided market
1119feedback, and the students responded with analyses and decisions that were based on
1120individual reflections and group discussions (and their strategic plan). Each time the game
1121provided feedback (weekly), this cycle would be repeated, complemented by the ongoing
1122bulletin board discussions, reading assignments, instructor’s feedback, students’ past and
1123present work experiences, and external knowledge sources such as books, websites, or
1124lecture notes from other classes.
1125In other words, a critical mass of knowledge resources came together within a given
1126space and time during the online course, and the result of this aggregated effect is a ba.
1127Without an enabling ba, the knowledge acquired is decontextualized and tends to be inert
1128and of little practical utility, because knowledge, thinking, and the context for learning are
1129inextricably linked (Bereiter 2002; Brown and Duguid 2000; Lave and Wenger 1991;
1130Whitehead 1929).
1131Nonaka et al. (2001) also propose a specific type of ba for each of the key processes in
1132the SECI model. The originating ba—for example, the more open-ended discussions
1133occurring in the bulletin board discussions—promotes socialization when feelings,
1134emotions, experiences, and mental models are shared. The dialoguing ba—as seen in the
1135team chat discussions related to the simulation game—promotes externalization when
1136common terms and concepts are negotiated and become more concrete. The systemizing ba—
1137for example, the time and space where teams synthesized and documented their strategic plan
1138and end-of-semester management audit—promotes combination when new systemic, multi-
1139source explicit knowledge is created through focused collaboration. The exercising ba—as
1140represented in the simulation game—facilitates internalization when knowledge is acted upon
1141and embodied through continuous adjustment and refinement.

1142Energizing the Ba Merely building a ba is not enough to activate the knowledge-creating
1143spiral. The ba needs to be “energized” to give motion and quality to the knowledge-creating
1144process, driven by both implicit and/or explicit purpose, direction, interest, and mission
1145(without which the energy in the ba cannot be directed effectively). According to Nonaka
1146et al. (2001), a ba can be energized by providing enabling conditions of autonomy;
1147fluctuation and creative chaos; redundancy; requisite variety; and love, care, trust, and
1148commitment.
1149Students of the online course, either on their own or in self-organizing teams, were given
1150the freedom to act with relative autonomy so that they could motivate themselves to
1151experiment and discover new knowledge.
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1152Largely through the activities related to the simulation game, there was significant
1153fluctuation and creative chaos that helped stimulate the knowledge creation process. For
1154example, a sense of crisis was evoked in a team trying to recover from a potentially
1155debilitating company performance in the simulation. There was also significant room for
1156ambiguity that forced some of the students to work and think beyond their conventional
1157capacity as members of a classroom, and as a result there were some positive breakdowns
1158of set routines learned from more structured educational experiences.
1159Due to the nature of the simulation game, a lot of information (e.g., financial,
1160operational, marketing, and competitive data) was made available to the students that went
1161beyond what they were accustomed to. This kind of information redundancy forced the
1162students to learn to deal with information overload, and to begin to understand how to
1163discriminate the most critical information from the generally important information. When
1164the members of the team collaborated, it helped promote the sharing of tacit knowledge and
1165the exchanging of ideas.
1166The final two conditions—requisite variety and love, care, trust, and commitment—
1167seemed to be somewhat harder to detect and limited at the research site. According to the
1168principle of requisite variety, internal diversity must match the variety and complexity of its
1169external environment (Nonaka et al. 2001). In a way, this was ingrained in the experience,
1170as many students noted, with respect to the ability of the game to simulate the
1171interdependencies of functional units, the complexity of decision making and the dynamics
1172of a global competitive market with numerous competing organizations. What was missing
1173both in the course, in general, and the game, in particular, was the prompt and convenient
1174access to a wide range of information so they could respond to questions, issues,
1175confusions, and challenges that were emerging in real time like they do in the real world.
1176The largely asynchronous environment hindered such promptness and convenience, and as
1177a result many of the emerging learning questions and issues were never quite addressed
1178(e.g., the premature endings in the bulletin board discussions and the technical problems that
1179prevented some of the teams from viewing synchronized data from the simulation game).
1180Knowledge—particularly tacit knowledge—is best shared and cultivated in a climate of
1181love, care, trust, and commitment (resulting in a safe learning environment). To foster such
1182a climate, both students and instructor have to be inspired and committed to their goal, and
1183in a sense, must be able to function at a certain level of selflessness and altruism. For
1184example, in cases where a member of a team failed to fulfill his or her responsibilities, it
1185can compromise the team’s performance and certainly a climate of trust. It can also be
1186demoralizing when fellow students choose to do the bare minimum, while others are
1187striving hard to contribute to the knowledge-creation process. In a classroom context, there
1188exists some tension between fostering this climate and giving students autonomy. The
1189instructor can intervene to help individuals and teams balance these tensions and develop
1190good team habits and an appropriate work ethic by providing mentoring and engaging with
1191students on a regular basis. In an online environment, this seems much more difficult. In
1192fact, such interventions were not observed in this study. However, a safe environment that
1193allowed for risk-taking was created in the course. Love and care were just difficult to detect.

1194Q2Limitations and future research

1195While this study provides important guidance toward a more holistic framework for the
1196integration of learning activities that is based on both tacit and explicit knowledge, it must
1197be noted that this study is just one preliminary investigation. To be able to extrapolate
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1198further, similar studies need to be done in different types of classes involving different
1199demographics. For example, can blended or face-to-face classrooms accelerate the
1200knowledge cultivation processes? Or, what can be done in subject areas where it is more
1201difficult for students to relate the content to their real-world experiences?
1202Another limitation is the loss of data. Some communications—particularly private phone
1203conversations and emails—were not available to the inquirer. In addition, the plan to ask the
1204participants to keep a journal was dropped due to time constraints on the part of the
1205participants. Furthermore, one participant refused to be interviewed and another chose not
1206to be involved with the study at all. Full involvement may have yielded a broader
1207perspective or a deeper insight into different issues. This lack of full involvement probably
1208was, in part, due to challenges of developing rapport between the participants and the
1209inquirer. Despite the inquirer’s effort to drop an occasional email or to be “there” at the
1210synchronous and asynchronous discussions, this virtual “presence” was less effective than
1211desired.
1212In hindsight, the design of the course also limited the study. Shared experience takes
1213time to develop, and at several occasions when the discussions were becoming more
1214intense, it was time to move on. The threaded bulletin board discussions were closed at a
1215predetermined time, no matter where the discussion stood. A more flexible discussion

t2.1 Table 2 Design considerations to create activities and conditions to facilitate socialization, externalization,
combination, and internalization

t2.2 Process Activities and conditions

t2.3 Socialization Design open-ended activities such as open discussions, inquiries, or explorations.

t2.4 Create a space to facilitate sharing of feelings, emotions, experiences, and mental
models. The overall ethos tends to be less formal and the stakes lower, allowing room
for the development of trusts and rapport.

t2.5 Example: Sharing of background information, open-ended threaded discussions, and
socialization while playing a simulation game

t2.6 Externalization Design “externalizing” activities such as writing exercises, model or prototype
development, dialogue and group reflection.

t2.7 Create a space to facilitate negotiation and development of common terms, concepts,
and meanings. The overall ethos is more formal than socialization (but not to the level
of combination), with the stakes increasing (i.e., more concerned with do-ability).

t2.8 Example: Threaded discussions where students can share how their life experiences
relate theory and practice; and, exploration and evaluation of ideas and approaches
while playing the simulation game or discussing a current problem in the news.

t2.9 Combination Design authentic or simulated complex situations that challenges learners to synthesize
multiple knowledge-bases

t2.10 Create a space to facilitate the organization and application of varied knowledge-bases
more deliberately and systematically. The overall ethos is most formal and the stakes
highest, as the culmination of knowledge is prepared for application or a more public
consumption.

t2.11 Example: A simulation game and/or a real-world problem without a clear right or
wrong answer to challenge learners to synthesize multiple knowledge bases.

t2.12 Internalization Design activities that requires action and reflection

t2.13 Create a space to facilitate action and reflection. The overall ethos varies, as the primary
focus is on attaining individual or group insights or deep understandings.

t2.14 Example: A simulation game or a real-world problem that requires action and reflection
(e.g. learning audits, summary of logs, focused group discussions on key learning
experiences).
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1216format and longer simulation activity could have resulted in more incidents and
1217opportunities for learning.

1218Q2Summary

1219The students experienced an online course with a design that seemed to incorporate the
1220main elements of Nonaka’s model, and as a result gained deep insights and understandings
1221(from embodying of explicit knowledge into tacit knowledge) and also learned to develop
1222ways to externalize and organize their knowledge bases. Table 2 contains a summary of key
1223course design considerations for incorporating Nonaka’s model of knowledge creation and
1224ba. These considerations are derived from this study, both its setting and the subsequent
1225learning that emerged.
1226It is important to note that socialization in an online environment continues to be a
1227challenge even with high-fidelity communication media such as video conferencing. As
1228important as the socialization mode is, it is suggested that online courses of this nature
1229should have a face-to-face component—often referred to as a blended or a hybrid course. If
1230the face-to-face component is planned for the early part of a course, it can be used to
1231promote initial rapport and understanding so that students can go on to more focused and
1232formal knowledge—creation activities.
1233Activities to encourage externalization and combination seem to take place quite
1234efficiently and effectively online, especially if students learn how to use the most ideal
1235communication technologies for different circumstances and the instructor structures
1236activities and creates conditions to encourage this. Finally, since internalization is mostly a
1237personal process, it can also happen in an online course of this nature, but is perhaps best
1238done with some form of mentorship or guidance, either virtually or otherwise.
1239In summary, tacit knowledge and meaningful explicit knowledge are best cultivated and
1240manifested in a shared context that enables knowledge sharing, construction and utilization
1241through socialization, externalization, combination, and internalization. The overall ba can
1242be energized by providing enabling conditions of autonomy, fluctuation, and creative chaos,
1243redundancy, requisite variety, and trust and commitment.
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